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New technologies, in particular those stemming from 
digitization, allow amongst other things the production of 
perfect copies, instantaneous and ubiquitous distribution of and 
easy access to information with no real location restrictions. The 
effects of these technological advances have largely been 
perceived as negative for the protection of Traditional Cultural 
Expressions (TCE), both because of the peculiarities of the 
digital networked environment and because of the lack of 
appropriate intellectual property protection models for TCE. The 
purpose of this article is, while accounting for the diversity and 
complexity of issues related to TCE, to reveal a more positive 
side of digital technologies. It shows the potential of these to be 
proactively applied and the further reaching possibilities for 
designing an efficient multi-level and multi-faceted toolbox for 
the protection and promotion of TCE in the digital ecology. 
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echnologies have often been seen as a peril for traditional cultural 
expressions (TCE) and as an inhibitor of their protection. The first reason for 
this angst, whose legitimacy will be one of the issues discussed in this paper, is 
that new technologies are indeed viewed as the very epitome of globalisation 
forces – both as driving and deepening the process of globalisation itself and as 
a means of spreading its effects. Frequently made statements in this regard (and 
widely supported ones too) are that, “[t]he distinct and diverse qualities of the 
world’s multiple cultural communities are threatened in the face of uniformity 
brought on by new technologies and the globalization of culture and 
commerce”.1 “Increasingly, traditional knowledge, folklore, genetic material and 
native medical knowledge flow out of their countries unprotected by intellectual 
property, while works from developed countries flow in, well protected by 
international intellectual property agreements, backed by the threat of trade 
sanctions”.2 
 T
A second reason for the perceived negative effects of new technologies lies 
in their very nature, since they allow, among other things, instantaneous access 
to information, reproduction of the original without loss of quality and data 
transport with the speed of light at an ever decreasing price.3 A clear recognition 
of this is paragraph 31 of General Comment No 17,4 which explicitly adds to the 
obligation to protect author’s rights5 the prevention of “unauthorized use of 
scientific, literary and artistic productions that are easily accessible or 
reproducible through modern communication and reproduction technologies”.6  
It is the purpose of this work to put these “modern technologies” into a new 
perspective by undertaking firstly, a more refined enquiry into their characteristics 
and effects, and secondly, by broadening the “picture” within which the 
relationship “new technologies – TCE” is so easily (and a bit hurriedly) fitted into. 
Profiting from the other contributions to this volume,7 we do not need to depict all 
the underlying TCE issues and/or the legal tools at local, national, regional and 
international level, attempting to address them. We shall thus focus our analysis 
on the first part of the equation “new technologies – TCE” and seek to pinpoint 
the impact of selected new technologies upon TCE, and above all, upon the 
environment, where TCE are to be protected and promoted.  
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The analysis will be structured in three parts. Part One briefly outlines our 
starting premises in the context of TCE. The second part of the enquiry 
concentrates on new technologies: (i) firstly, by addressing the question, which 
begs a clarification from the very beginning (even in the title) of this work, 
namely which “new technologies” we precisely consider; (ii) secondly, by 
analysing their impact on markets, consumer and business behaviour patterns; 
and (iii) thirdly and most importantly, by examining the repercussions of these for 
the processes of formation, production and expression of culture. Part Three 
draws conclusions and suggests an adjusted basic conceptual framework for the 
relationship “new technologies – TCE”. 
1. Starting Premises 
1.1 On Complexity 
Before we begin with the substantive analysis of new technologies and in order to 
clarify the methodology applied herein, we would like to stress one particular 
characteristic of any discussion on any TCE-related issue, namely its complexity.  
TCE is indeed a terminological shortcut for grouping together a wide variety 
of staggeringly diverse by nature, meaning and form expressions, both tangible 
and intangible.8 TCE depicts an extremely complex reality whose limits are 
indefinable and whose building elements may often be in themselves complex 
notions, such as the concept of “dreaming” (or “dreamtime”) of Australia’s 
indigenous peoples.9 TCE are also not a static but a highly dynamic, living 
system, which is constantly in process of renegotiation, innovation and 
creation.10 Furthermore, it should be acknowledged that, “[i]ndigenous peoples 
regard all products of the human mind and heart as interrelated, and as flowing 
from the same source: the relationships between the people and their land, their 
kinship with the other living creatures that share the land, and with the spirit 
world”.11 Accordingly diverse are the needs and expectations of the TCE 
custodians in terms of demanded protection. They range from Intellectual 
Property (IP) protection to support economic development and prevent unwanted 
use by others12 to land and selfdetermination claims.13 
The two most relevant fields of law, when one talks about the protection and 
promotion of TCE are the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and the human rights 
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frameworks, both nationally and internationally.14 These legal domains are by 
no means simple hierarchical structures but are defined and shaped by complex 
relationships, trade-offs, balances, internal inefficiencies and conflicts. 
The IPR model15 was put in place “To promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive 
Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries”.16 IP protection is thus meant 
to encourage persons to become more productive by allowing them to capture 
some of the benefits of their useful behaviour. It involves however a trade-off 
between the granted author’s limited monopoly and the need of society as a 
whole to make use of authors’ creativity and innovation. The broad palette of 
increasingly sophisticated17 IP tools allows for flexibility and can be used “to 
protect both traditional and new forms of symbolic value produced in particular 
places as they circulate in global commodity markets”.18 Still, IP protection 
shows substantial deficiencies. Such limitations are embedded in the nature and 
the mechanisms of IP protection and relate to the centrality of authorship, 
originality and mercantilism to the “Western” IP model. A large number of  
non-Western, collaborative or folkloric modes of production are consequently left 
outside the scope of IP protection.19 There is further often a dissonance  
(i) between certain IP and traditional concepts, such as “ownership” or “author” 
and their non-existence under the customary laws of indigenous communities;  
(ii) between the fixation requirement in copyright and the intangible and oral 
character of some traditional expressions; (iii) between the novelty requirement 
and the limited term of IP protection and the perpetual nature of TCE.20  
In the IP domain and beyond the specific characteristics of TCE, there are 
furthermore complex relationships between the private and the public, and 
between creativity, innovation and the IP incentives given to promote them. “In 
general, systems built around the author paradigm tend to obscure or 
undervalue the importance of the ‘public domain’, the intellectual and cultural 
commons from which future works will be constructed. Each intellectual property 
right, in effect, fences off some portion of the public domain, making it 
unavailable to future creators”.21 There is thus a need to strike a balance 
between the private interests of authors and the public interest in enjoying broad 
access to their productions22 − a balance that is in itself a complex high-wire act 
and that may be vital, as we discuss below, for the sustainability of culture, 
including traditional one and for creativity in particular.  
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As for the latter, the content industries are constantly asserting that IPR is the 
guarantee of innovation and creativity and thereby, the single most important 
prerequisite for a vibrant culture. While IP protection certainly fulfils essential 
economic functions in cultural production and distribution,23 a direct causality 
between IPR (or stronger IPR) and creativity is equivocal, and IP protection may 
even trigger systemic harm.24 The US Supreme Court did recognise this in part, 
noting in Grokster that, “[t]he more artistic protection is favored, the more 
technological innovation may be discouraged”.25 Beyond this, some copyright 
scholars observing the process of creativity more closely, argue that it is the 
creative play that is of primary importance for the artistic and intellectual 
innovation26 – a play that may very well be obstructed by contemporary (and ever 
strengthening)27 IP regimes. 
Turning to the complexity of the human rights framework, we need to firstly 
reiterate the well-known dictum of the Vienna Declaration that, “[a]ll human 
rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated”.28 This 
interlinkage and interdependence is in its own right fairly complex. Furthermore, 
even if we take one single right, for instance, the core for TCE protection right of 
everyone to benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests 
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the 
author, as enshrined in Article 15(1)(c) of the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR),29 we see that the stemming 
obligations are manifold. As General Comment No 17 clarifies, the State’s 
obligations flowing from this right encompass three distinct undertakings – to 
respect, protect and fulfil. In turn, “[t]he obligation to respect requires States 
parties to refrain from interfering directly or indirectly with the enjoyment of the 
right to benefit from the protection of the moral and material interests of the 
author. The obligation to protect requires States parties to take measures that 
prevent third parties from interfering with the moral and material interests of 
authors. Finally, the obligation to fulfil requires States to adopt appropriate 
legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial, promotional and other measures 
towards the full realization of Article 15, paragraph 1(c)”.30 
Furthermore, the right formulated in Article 15(1)(c) CESR serves a particular 
purpose “to encourage the active contribution of creators to the arts and sciences 
and to the progress of society as a whole. As such, it is intrinsically linked to the 
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other rights recognized in Article 15 of the Covenant, i.e. the right to take part in 
cultural life (Article 15, paragraph 1(a)), the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific 
progress and its applications (Article 15, paragraph 1(b)), and the freedom 
indispensable for scientific research and creative activity (Article 15, paragraph 3). 
The relationship between these rights and Article 15, paragraph 1(c), is at the 
same time mutually reinforcing and reciprocally limitative”.31 It is moreover 
stressed that the realisation of Article 15(1)(c) CESR is “dependent on the 
enjoyment of other human rights guaranteed in the International Bill of Human 
Rights and other international and regional instruments, such as the right to own 
property alone as well as in association with others, the freedom of expression 
including the freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all 
kinds, the right to the full development of the human personality, and rights of 
cultural participation, including cultural rights of specific groups”.32 
Besides the intrinsic complexity of each of the above legal frameworks, one 
also needs to acknowledge that they evolve over time and tend to “conquer” new 
regulatory fields. Despite the distinct theoretical and philosophical roots of 
human rights and IP regimes,33 “the recent expansion of the two fields has 
blurred these distinctions in new and unexamined ways. […] expand[ing] their 
scope over time, creating dense ‘policy spaces’ in which formerly unrelated sets 
of principles, norms, and rules increasingly overlap in incoherent and 
inconsistent ways”.34 
The lack of coherence is evident not only from collisions between the IP and 
the human rights domains. Even recent efforts of the international community, 
whose drafters were fully aware of the already existing fragmentation, had not 
succeeded in generating coherence due both to the limitations of the political 
and diplomatic processes and the limitations of the legal instruments themselves. 
A much celebrated legal effort that exemplifies this with a particular regard to the 
protection and promotion of TCE is the Convention on the Protection and 
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions,35 adopted at the 33rd Session 
of the General Conference of UNESCO in 2005.  
The UNESCO act set before itself the ambitious objectives, among others, 
“to protect and promote cultural diversity”, “to create the conditions for cultures 
to flourish and to freely interact in a mutually beneficial manner” and “to give 
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recognition to the distinctive nature of cultural activities, goods and services as 
vehicles of identity, values and meaning”.36 Despite these admirable goals, the 
Convention subscribes to an overbroad definition of cultural diversity,37 while 
being ethnocentric in the formulation of the rights of the State parties.38 It barely 
refers to intellectual property rights39 and provides no meaningful mechanism for 
solving conflict of law situations with other international obligations of the States 
(most notably, these existing under the World Trade Organization agreements).40 
Since the Convention on Cultural Diversity contains neither specific obligations 
for the State parties,41 nor guidelines on what legitimate cultural diversity-aimed 
measures are, it remains a mere political striving to protect the national content 
industries that suspiciously resembles protectionism, and intensifies the already 
existing discrepancies in the TCE protection domain. 
The above sketch revealed only a fraction of the complexity of TCE 
protection and promotion debates from a legal perspective. It captured neither 
the confounding complexity of implementation and enforcement, nor the 
manifold of different national, international and civil society organisations and 
agencies active in the field.42 It is nonetheless sufficiently clear that any effort 
dealing with TCE protection will be confronted with the complex relationships 
and interdependencies existing in the above system and its effect will need to be 
tested against the whole and the likelihood of having multiple, diverse and 
unexpected repercussions in multiple directions. 
1.2 On Methodology 
Instead of attempting to reduce the above complexity, we introduce and reveal 
the complexity of a new variable, namely technology. We deem that this variable 
is particularly important in the environment of TCE because, as we show below, it 
strongly influences the processes of cultural formation, production, expression, 
distribution and consumption, and has not been sufficiently accounted for until 
now. In the following analysis, “the broader significance of information, including 
the practical, political, and moral impact of its proposed regulation”43 will be 
acknowledged and its inherent characteristics as non-rivalrous44 and as 
“homeless”45 taken into account. In light of this and in the context of cultural 
heritage, Michael F. Brown, suggests to think about “…information ecologically, 
as a total system of mutually influencing relationships and forces”.46 Following 
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this methodology, albeit in a more doctrinally-neutral manner, we situate the 
entire discussion of the relationship “new technologies – TCE” in the broad 
context of complex adaptive systems.47 Such systems are complex in that they are 
diverse and made up of multiple interconnected elements (such as the ones 
sketched above) and adaptive in that they have the capacity to change and learn 
from experience. This approach allows us to take into consideration all elements 
and the multiplicity of forces at play, and avoids the dangers that some positive, 
though narrowly defined objectives or actions, conflict and/or are influenced by 
policies formulated elsewhere in society. 
2. New Technologies 
2.1 Which New Technologies? 
The concept of “new technologies” is indefinitely general and may often be a 
misnomer. It may in fact be observed that many of the documents tackling TCE 
protection, take new technologies as a lump and do not define their parameters 
and/or effects. While the precise limits of the cluster of technologies we shall 
discuss here may indeed be hard to define, the roots of all phenomena 
undoubtedly lie in the process of digitisation, as well as in the related emergence 
of the Internet as a ubiquitous communication and information distribution platform. 
Digitisation allows for the expression of each and every type of content (be it 
audio, video or text) in a line of zeroes and ones and thereby creates a universal 
code for all information. As a consequence, it is irrelevant to the network whether 
the transferred data is the video of the Apache sunrise ceremony, a picture of a 
sacred Aboriginal totem or the latest hip-hop hit − they will all be rendered in 
zeroes and ones. 
The ability of digital systems to handle an ever greater amount of 
multimedia content at lower and lower cost is a product of the exponential 
progress in the processing power and memory of microchips.48 As a third 
element of this technological matrix is the perfection and the widespread use of 
optical fibres,49 which substantially enhanced the breadth and capacity of 
networks50 and made the conveyance of digitised information at high speed 
possible. 
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This technological matrix allowed and spurred the development and 
advancement of the Internet51 as a global, publicly accessible network of 
interconnected computer networks, which transmit data by packet switching using 
a standard Internet Protocol. This “network of networks” consists of millions of 
smaller government, academic, business and domestic networks, which carry 
various information and services (such as electronic mail) and most notably, the 
world wide web. The latter builds the logical layer of the Internet as a system of 
interlinked, hypertext documents, which allows us to find web pages, various 
contents on them and to navigate between them, i.e. to reach out to the 
application and content layer.52 
The content layer has become particularly “dense” and miscellaneous with 
the sophistication of networks and growing adoption of the Internet (especially 
broadband).53 Essentially, everything is online and some things are only online. 
Different media, such as video gaming, music, radio and newspapers are widely 
accepted as substitutes for traditional analogue media54 and as we discuss 
below, users engage actively in creating new content independently or as an 
addition to already existing one. 
In the following sections, we focus our attention upon the Internet, taken 
collectively as network, logical, application and content layers and 
interchangeably referred to as “digital environment”,55 and look into the impact 
of this single most powerful global communication and information platform.56 
We do so however not in the sense of building some grand theory of the new 
Network (or) Information Society57 but examine narrowly and specifically the 
effects of digital technologies upon the markets for content and the content 
production modes, because of their as yet unexplored relevance for TCE and 
cultural diversity in general. 
2.2 The Impact of New Technologies 
2.2.1 Repercussions for the Markets for Cultural Content 
A. New Mechanisms/New Choices 
In the not so distant past, the markets for cultural content were dominated by 
analogue media. People had access to a variety of outlets, such as television or 
cinema, but not necessarily to a variety of content. Technical advances and the 
liberalisation and deregulation of media markets made the number of outlets 
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even larger (e.g. while in 1989, 90 TV channels were available in the EU15,58  
in the beginning of 2004, over 860 channels with potential national coverage 
were broadcast via terrestrial transmitters, satellite or cable).59 Paradoxically, the 
impact of multiple channels have not been positive to diversity. Rather, the variety 
of content shrunk even more: In the European television market, for instance, the 
quantity of imported programmes and their costs have continuously soared,60 
while the quality and the range of programmes have been radically reduced.61 
The pursuit of a maximisation of profits and a minimisation of financial risks has 
resulted in “imitation, blandness and the recycling of those genres, themes and 
approaches regarded as profitable”.62 The formats and contents of TV 
programmes, films and shows have become increasingly homogeneous.63 TCE in 
this context have been either re-packaged and commodified, or qualified as “not 
selling” and marginalised. The emergence of global media giants going beyond 
national and sectoral boundaries, placing the same content in all available 
distribution channels and formats, has only aggravated the situation. 
The reasons for this rather bleak picture, which exasperates the indigenous 
communities’ fears of appropriation and misappropriation, lies not (or at least 
not only) in the uniform tastes of the public or the lack of cultural creativity. 
Simply put, it has to do with the economics of scarcity in media and the nature of 
distribution of cultural content in a “push”, point-to-multipoint mode: To convey it 
figuratively, where storage and distribution costs are high, the “shelf” place is 
limited and it makes sense (especially to the large profit-maximising media 
conglomerates) to put up only those products that sell best – the hits, i.e. uniform 
content that, subject to the lowest-common denominator, appeals at a certain 
moment in time to the largest possible audience.64 
The scope of this work does not allow for a full-fledged analysis of either the 
economics of media markets, or for a comprehensive critique of the cultural 
industries. We apply instead a very pragmatic approach: We allow ourselves 
simply the observation that in these cultural content markets, the sales and 
correspondingly the consumption are concentrated in a miniscule part of all the 
available content. Bluntly put, 20% of the produced and sold content (be it a 
book, film or song) generate 80% of all the sales in that market (with a few 
outstanding blockbusters making a substantial chunk of it). The rest 80% of 
existing content never actually make it to TV or cinema screens, the CD or DVD 
shop shelves, or is shown at an odd hour or sold in a small “world music only” shop. 
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One may argue that this is nothing unusual. After all, the 80/20 rule, which 
was first used to describe the allocation of wealth among individuals, whereby 
20% of the population owns 80% of the wealth, was formulated by the Italian 
economist Vilfredo Pareto in 1896. Furthermore, these so-called power laws have 
been observed in many areas, such as physics, biology, geography, economics and 
linguistics, and depict a frequent situation of extreme distribution, whereby a 
relatively small proportion of elements generates a large proportion in distribution.65 
Figure 1: The Anatomy of the “Long Tail” 
 
Source: Chris Anderson66  
Yet, we show in the next paragraphs that the digital environment has given 
new dimensions to this underlying rule and has most importantly in our context, 
modified the rules of supply and demand for content, making a whole lot more 
of it available and accessible. This paradigm change has become known as “The 
Long Tail” theory and was coined by the editor of the Wired magazine, Chris 
Anderson in 2004,67 although it builds upon substantiated prior and parallel 
research.68 
Anderson’s basic observation was that people online behave differently and 
do not go only for the “blockbusters” but for a manifold of niche products. 
Anderson tested this observation against raw data from the music and DVD 
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markets off- and online.69 In its briefest form, the Long Tail theory holds that in 
digital markets: (i) supply and demand are not concentrated only on a small 
definite number of products (as in the offline world) and the tail of available 
variety is far longer than we realise; (ii) more importantly, the entire tail is now 
within reach economically (due to reasons we look at below); and (iii) all those 
niches, when aggregated make up a significant market.  
The question then is what has made the Long Tail real in the digital 
environment? 
On the supply side, the key factor determining whether a sales distribution 
has a long tail is the cost of inventory storage and distribution. Where the latter is 
insignificant, it becomes economically viable to sell relatively unpopular products. 
As already mentioned, this compares to the substantial storage and distribution 
costs of the offline world (or what Brynjolffson et. al., call “brick-and-mortar” 
world),70 where the shelf place (be it prime time in TV or a Christmas weekend at 
the cinema) is limited and so is the choice: A large conventional film rental, for 
instance, holds about 1’000 to 3’000 titles, while an online DVD rental like 
Netflix, operating from centralised warehouses, has about 30’000. Where the 
products are only digitally available, the difference is even more striking: a large 
CD shop may hold about 40’000 titles, while an online music store will have 
about 20 times more (and constantly growing) number of titles (see Figure 1 above). 
This by no means devalues the blockbusters or entirely abolishes the 80/20 
rule.71 What it does however, is making the rest of the 80% of creative content 
(next to 20% of commercial hits) available and accessible from a consumer 
perspective, endorsing in parallel the economic reason for its further offering by 
businesses thus making altogether the Long Tail “thicker” and “longer”. 
On the demand side, the costs of searching and finding are crucial for the 
materialisation of the Long Tail (especially as variety becomes greater). On the 
one hand, this means the time invested in search; on the other hand, the 
efficiency of the search. The Internet is a vast complex nonlinear network that 
allows however to be searched through a single point of entry. Search engines 
help us locate content within the huge volume of dynamic information on the net, 
turning into linchpins of the Internet.72 The increasing availability of new tools, 
such as samples, feedbacks, recommendations enable users to find the desired 
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products and even new products.73 As a result of this active search process, a 
constant generation of niche products/services occurs, which due to the new 
demand makes it economically attractive for the supply side as well and creates 
completely new markets. Furthermore, advanced search tools are not only given 
by the company that produces the goods or offers the services. Google 
PageRank, Amazon user review, Yahoo! Music ratings emerge as new 
information/orientation institutions. They are manifestations of a novel type of 
collective intelligence (the so-called, wisdom of the crowd),74 which creates 
effective filters of information that are essential in an ocean of data. A related 
key phenomenon, the so-called Web 2.0, which is characterised by interaction 
and user’s contribution and not only facilitates search75 but leads to sharing 
experience and creating new content, will be looked into in the next section. 
One must acknowledge at this stage that both the supply and demand side 
factors, as sketched above, are essentially dynamic. Firstly, because with the 
rapid advance in digital technology, the storage and distribution costs of 
products, and even the production expenses of physical goods (e.g., by printing 
on demand), are consistently falling; and secondly, because of the learning 
experience76 and expansion of the network77 on the demand side. 
This simple set of economic and technological drivers may have far-
reaching implications for businesses, consumers and the economy as a whole.78 
As Anderson rather prophetically puts it, “[w]hen you can dramatically lower the 
costs of connecting supply and demand, it changes not just the numbers, but the 
entire nature of the market. This is not just a quantitative change, but a 
qualitative one, too. Bringing niches within reach reveals latent demand for non-
commercial content. Then, as demand shifts toward the niches, the economics of 
providing them improve further, and so on, creating a positive feedback loop 
that will transform entire industries − and the culture − for decades to come”.79 
An interesting implication in the concrete context of content and diversity of 
cultural expressions therein may stem from the possibility that in the digital 
environment content becomes accessible and usable long after its traditional 
viewing in cinema, TV, DVD rental or sale.80 The latter “one-off” purpose 
corresponds to the model of “pushing” content at a mass market of users. The 
digital environment allows however for individually “pulling” content and may 
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thus change the value attached to cultural content. Put romantically, the value of 
the content transcends its mere “one-off” use and grants incentives for creating 
“good” content, be it original, avant-garde or traditional, which has implications 
for conventional (analogue) cultural policy measures. 
B. New Types of Content Production 
The spread of the network and its increasing density both in the sense of people 
online and billions of applications and contents, have led to the emergence of a 
new type of communication amongst users, new types of creativity and content 
production.  
The digital environment reduces transaction costs involved in 
communicating and processing information about individual’s preferences. Due 
to the decreased costs of identifying like-minded groups of individuals and the 
less costs of communicating and acting together,81 multiple virtual communities 
and social networks have emerged.82 Next to these new forms of social 
interaction and to the “conventional” use of the digital platform as a source of 
information and a communication facilitator, and much more critically for our 
present context, people online also create new content turning the web into a 
participative web (or what is often referred to as Web 2.0).83 
Besides the intensified individual creation of content in the digital 
environment,84 a commons-based production of information, knowledge and 
entertainment emerges.85 “In all these communities of production, individuals 
band together, contributing small or large increments of their time and effort to 
produce things they care about. They do so for a wide range of reasons – from 
pleasure, through socially and psychologically rewarding experiences, to 
economic calculation…”.86 
Data on content creation, when available, is quite impressive. In countries 
such as Finland, Norway, Iceland, Portugal, Luxembourg, Hungary and Poland, 
in 2005, an average of one third of all Internet users aged 16-74 were engaged 
in content generation. Younger age groups (16-24) were even more active 
Internet content creators and show a participation of 60-70%. The data from 
Asia and the US confirm this trend of ever increasing content contribution, 
especially where broadband is available and amongst the young.87 Moreover, the 
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mere fact that by the second quarter of 2006, 50 million blogs were created, 
new ones being added at a rate of two per second88 exemplifies the dynamism of 
the processes. Wikipedia is perhaps the most well-known (and much disputed)89 
instance of commons-based creation: it is a multilingual, web-based, free 
content encyclopaedia project, written by volunteers, where the vast majority of 
articles can be edited by anyone with access to the Internet. Presently, Wikipedia 
has approximately 7.4 million articles in 253 languages (1.8 million in the 
English edition) and ranks among the top ten most-visited websites worldwide.90 
It is only recently that the economic and social virtues of common ownership 
and production have begun to be explored.91 A recent report of the OECD does 
however acknowledge the enormous potential that user created content has and 
states that, “[t]he Internet as a new creative outlet has altered the economics of 
information production and led to the democratisation of media production and 
changes in the nature of communication and social relationships (sometimes 
referred to as the ‘rise – or return – of the amateurs’). Changes in the way users 
produce, distribute, access and re-use information, knowledge and 
entertainment potentially gives rise to increased user autonomy, increased 
participation and increased diversity. These may result in lower entry barriers, 
distribution costs and user costs and greater diversity of works as digital shelf 
space is almost limitless”.92 
The new digital environment, characterised by abundance of content, 
empowerment of the user and multiple opportunities to re-use, mix, re-mix and 
share content, has led to increased economic importance of information, 
correspondingly magnifying the value of copyright law93 and expanding its 
reach.94 On the other hand, these developments have posed serious challenges 
to the existing copyright models. Since the latter are often too rigid to allow full 
realisation of the possibilities of the digital mode of content production and 
distribution (or indeed render them illegal), some new hybrid models of authors’ 
rights protection have emerged.95 A most prominent such model is the Creative 
Commons (CC) licence,96 which allows managing and spreading of content 
under a “some rights reserved” mode. Under a cc-licence, the Creator/Licensor 
may shape her or his package of rights applying different conditions to the 
licensed work (attribution, noncommercial, no derivatives, share alike).97 People 
may thus use or distribute the work under the specified conditions, while the 
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copyright of the creator remains intact. This new legal constructs have fed 
positively into the development of user-created content.98 “Increasingly search 
engines and UCC [user-created content] platforms allow for searches within 
Creative Commons-licensed photos, videos or other content allowing other users 
to use, build on them while creating new content. The rise of end-user licensing 
agreements (e.g., Second Life) which grant copyright to users for their content 
may also be a significant driver”.99 To allow subsequent remix and creation, even 
major content providers, such as most notably Apple, called for an end to music 
copyright protection,100 and attempt to move away from Digital Rights Management 
(DRM) as the ultimate guarantee of authors’ and producers’ rights for digital media.101 
2.2.2 Repercussions for the Protection and Promotion of TCE 
It has not been the purpose of the preceding sections to convey the idea that markets 
(even new and emerging ones) will readily provide answers to all TCE-related 
questions, or that, traditional “culture is an underleveraged resource, and that we 
need to learn the sophisticated techniques for squeezing more money out of it”.102 
The above described technologies and transformed market mechanisms do 
however change the environment, where TCE are to be protected and promoted. 
These changes concern not only markets. Indeed, the digital environment has an 
impact on how artists and culture-makers express themselves, how they 
communicate with each other and with the public, how cultural content is 
presented and made accessible, how it is consumed. In short, it “affects the entire 
spectrum of culture production, distribution and presentation […] [and] brings 
with it the promise of cultural renewal”.103 
While “the relationship between tradition, modernity and the market-place is 
not always perceived to be a happy one”104 (and often isn’t),105 “[i]t is important 
too not to make artificial distinctions between traditional communities and the 
market-place, as many traditional communities engage in marketing aspects of 
their culture”.106 Furthermore, although we do not underestimate the fact that 
many indigenous communities tend be to materially poor107 and that the digital 
divide is a reality, anecdotal and empirical evidence shows that indigenous 
peoples have been active users of the Internet for quite some time now (albeit 
certain communities reject it). They have been “using it to communicate amongst 
themselves and to others, to gain access to resources, to publish and access 
databases, and to provide alternative perspectives on issues that are not covered 
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in mainstream media”.108 It is even argued that many indigenous communities 
may overcome isolation through the Internet because it provides “an ideal 
medium for aboriginal communications”109 and that it may further prevent the 
erosion of aboriginal languages, whose maintenance feeds positively into 
reaffirmation of cultural traditions and a renewal of traditional relationships with 
the environment.110 Indeed, some argue that, “[t]he Internet is an ideal match for 
Aboriginal tribes, providing the necessary economy of scale to support electronic 
publishing for such small constituencies […] because the Internet can support an 
admixture of audio, video, and text, transcending the print medium, it is ideally 
suited to the oral story-telling traditions of the Aboriginal Community”.111 
Software tools, including DRM, may enable authorised members of communities 
to better “define and control the rights, accessibility and reuse of their digital 
resources; uphold traditional laws pertaining to secret/sacred knowledge or 
objects; prevent the misuse of indigenous heritage in culturally inappropriate or 
insensitive ways; ensure proper attribution to the traditional owners; and enable 
indigenous communities to describe their resources in their own words”.112 In 
addition, as we argued above, the emergence of softer, less rigid than the 
proprietary forms of IP protection, such as the Creative Commons licence, may 
prove particularly useful, allowing the custodians of TCE to shape their 
presentation reserving some rights of importance to the community,113 while 
leaving some in the public domain to be shared, remixed and reused.114 Such 
commons-based models may also correspond better to some indigenous forms 
of creation, where the author as a solitary figure is not central to the creative 
process and contribute to overcoming the binary code in the TCE discussions of 
either IP or public domain.115 
Yet again, we do not deny that the processes of appropriation and 
misappropriation of TCE are facilitated in the digital environment. If we admit, 
however that, “[c]ulture is organic in nature and in order for it to survive, growth 
and development are necessary”,116 the perspective changes: We must then put 
value upon creativity and the dynamic aspect of TCE.117 This transcends the 
preservation possibilities that digital technologies have allowed and means 
above all, protection and promotion of the indigenous communities. For, as 
Michael F. Brown notes, “if global cultural diversity is preserved on digital 
recording devices while the people who gave rise to this artistry and knowledge 
have disappeared, then efforts to preserve intangible property will be judged a 
failure”.118 
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Furthermore and we deem most crucially in our context, we cannon place 
the TCE discussions somehow in a parallel world totally unlinked to the modern, 
to this digital networked environment, whose reach will become only greater over 
time, and to its underlying issues, to its strives for innovation, access and cultural 
diversity. In this much broader sense of viewing the relationship “new 
technologies − TCE”, the question is not so much whether indigenous 
communities use the Internet – a question that would normally lead to a 
discussion of TCE in development context and seek an instrumentalisation of ICT 
(information and communication technologies).119 
We argue that the question is above all how the changed (and changing)120 
digital environment influences all the complex institutions and processes that we 
partially outlined in the beginning of this paper and whether (and how) one 
could coherently and efficiently provide for the protection and promotion of TCE 
in this environment. 
We hold that the new dynamism, diversity of content and empowerment of 
the users/communities may allow for designing a flexible and multi-faceted 
toolbox but also exasperate the interrelatedness of effects within the system, 
making regulatory decisions more precarious. In this sense, for instance, the 
granting of additional IP protection to forms of TCE is to be assessed as negative 
because it will have harmful repercussions within the larger complex system, 
among other things, reducing creativity and obstructing new cultural content 
production.121 The WIPO itself has admitted in this regard that certain 
amendments to the existing IPR regimes and the search for new forms are 
needed because of: (i) the preservation and safeguarding of intangible cultural 
heritage; (ii) the promotion of cultural diversity; and (iii) the promotion of 
creativity and innovation, including tradition-based one.122 New initiatives, such 
as the projected Treaty on Access to Knowledge,123 which envisages some 
general limitations and exceptions to copyright (such as for educational or library 
institutions); special provisions regarding Internet Service Providers, DRM and the 
extension on the term of protection, as well as positive measures for the 
expansion and enhancement of the knowledge commons and the promotion of 
open standards,124 endorsing in effect maximum standards of IP protection,125 are 
a positive signal in this direction. 
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Beyond IP, we argue that the sustainability of the digital environment will 
also become vital. In this context, developments, which one might characterise as 
purely technical and/or “foreign” to the system may seriously influence the TCE 
ecology as well. At the micro-level, digital sustainability, for instance, in the sense 
of ensuring that digitised formats, especially in the field of cultural heritage are 
interoperable, of high quality and future-proof, will certainly be important.126 In a 
broader context, the organisation of information by search engines, their 
precision, positioning and ultimately control, may be critical.127 We consider 
particularly important also all decisions and/or developments that influence the 
interoperability of networks, software and content, the control of the network,128 
as well as the question of net neutrality.129 
Finally, we suggest that the goal of TCE protection and promotion in the 
digital environment may be framed in the more overarching objective of 
ensuring sustainable access to cultural goods and sustainable production of 
culturally diverse content,130 which does not simply mean that everything is 
accessible in the romantic sense of the public domain131 but involves a complex 
balance between openness and discretion.132 
3. Conclusion 
It has been long acknowledged133 that, “[t]he emergence of a global network of 
interconnected computers able to access, store, process, and transmit vast 
amounts of information in digital form has already altered our cultural landscape 
and, in the decades to come, […] [will] transform many of our assumptions 
about communication, knowledge, invention, information, sovereignty, identity, 
and community”.134 Through a couple of examples, we revealed that such 
changes are already discernible and their implications, while not fully explored, 
perceptible. It is thus essential that the impact of the digital environment is taken 
seriously into consideration when discussing TCE protection and promotion, 
because it is an inseparable part of this complex adaptive system and strongly 
influences its other elements, and may very well change both the objectives of 
TCE protection and the instruments for their achievement. 
Until now, digital technologies have largely been perceived only in the 
rather narrow context of having implications for copyright, mostly with a negative 
connotation, or as instruments promoting development. This has been a 
hindrance to formulating a comprehensive positive approach for TCE protection 
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in the digital networked environment. Such an approach grappling with all 
complex issues pertinent to TCE protection and promotion, will necessitate a 
large, multi-level, multi-faceted toolbox. It could be shaped along the WIPO 
model, which uses a combination of IP and sui generis options135 but will need to 
be supplemented by civil society efforts,136 education, capacitybuilding137 and 
involvement of grassroot organisations138 at national, regional and global level 
that raise the awareness for both TCE and the digital environment effects and 
opportunities and most likely, an adjustment of some IP rules. The latter model 
will admittedly be a little “messy”139 (comprising bottom-up and top-down 
approaches) but “compromise solutions are rarely elegant, yet they may be the 
best outcome when irreconcilable values collide”.140 
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